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We’re trusted to
keep the lights on.
From our HQ in Blackpool, Lancashire, we deliver planned and reactive
lighting maintenance support to over 9000 customer sites nationwide,
supported by a dedicated team of 30 engineers.

We cover the whole of the UK with special focus on areas of high customer
densities. Our engineers are available at very short notice to deal with any
commercial lighting or electrical maintenance issue.

A team of
true professionals.
Our engineers are true professionals. You’ll see us coming,
with our smart, branded clothing and our ID cards.
We always remain sensitive to what’s happening on your site, so that we
can keep disruption to a minimum and, we only employee electricians
that are fully qualified to do the job, which means we are be able to fix
the problem on the first visit. All of our engineers are IPAF and PASMA
accredited for working at height and we perform a statutory
risk assessment on every site.
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Taking care of
Britain’s best loved brands.
“Greenlite are very accommodating’ - Howdens Joinery
“We like the transparency Greenlite offer with the
recommended 12 weekly scheduled visits and the phone
call before hand to assess need to attend” - STA Travel
“Greenlite are big enough to cope
and small enough to care” - Krispy Kreme
“The service you provide is first class’’ - Steinhoff UK
greenlitegroup.co.uk

Simple, honest
plans by Greenlite.
Our maintenance packages are designed to
give you the freedom to run your business.

Choose your service areas:
- Lighting maintenance (outages and failures)
- Electrical faults / Power failure
- Portable Appliance Testing (PAT Test)
- Emergency light testing
- Electrical Installation Condition Reports (EICR)
- Installation of new electrical equipment (lighting, sockets etc.)
- Energy efficient lighting upgrades

Choose your service package:
Reactive
Maintenance
Our nationwide
engineer base makes it
easy for us to respond
to reactive call-outs
anywhere in the UK.
Whether you need an
engineer on site within
4 hours or 5 days,
Greenlite will have a
solution for you.

Scheduled
Maintenance
To help keep your site
well-lit, functioning
and health and safety
compliant, we offer
planned maintenance
packages designed by
you. Simply choose
which services you’d
like us to maintain and
how often you’d like us
to visit.

Call-Ahead
Maintenance
Our call-ahead
procedure is the most
popular amongst our
clients. As part of our
scheduled maintenance
service we call site
ahead of our visit to
ask if an engineer is
required. If we don’t
need to attend, we
don’t charge for the
call-out.

Your space in
the perfect light.
We believe that lighting can change the way customers see you.
Lighting is a powerful marketing tool, a brilliantly illuminated space, with
different zones, feels inviting. It encourages customers to linger and
ultimately, converts footfall to sales.
Uniform lighting is about creating store experiences and pleasing aesthetics, it
allows people to navigate comfortably within an environment without sudden
breaks caused by different light levels.
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There are lots of other benefits too - A consistently lit space with good
lighting design will enhance staff well-being, improve health and safety, boost
productivity and assist stock inventory in back of house areas.

How to achieve
lighting uniformity.
It happens all too often that replacement fittings do not match the output
that the design intends. For general maintenance workers, choosing the right
fitting, light levels and colour temperatures can be tricky business with so
many options available on the market however, these elements are crucial to
master. Especially when sales rely on compelling displays and dynamic store
experiences to attract customers to key merchandise.
That’s why our business model is different to our competitors. We avoid trips to
the wholesalers to avoid a miss-match display of store lighting. Instead, we take
an asset register of your estate and our engineers carry a comprehensive level
of stock in their vans, which are always less than 4 hours away.
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The Greenlite Experience.
At Greenlite Group, we strive to be even better than
our customers expect us to be. This is our overriding ethos.
The Greenlite Experience is a pledge to provide only the very best in
customer service. It represents a commitment between our staff and our
management to always be honest, respectful and trustworthy.
A values-driven culture helps us to flourish in our everyday business.

We promise our customers:
- Our engineers never leave site without a signature of approval
- A dedicated account manager that’s easily contactable.
- Senior level management that’s always available
- Experienced staff that are qualified for the job
- Health and safety is prioritised ensuring industry compliance
- Limited disruption during installation
- All staff wear branded uniforms and carry ID cards
- Voicemail messages will be attended to in a timely manner.
- Any feedback, comments or complaints will receive a transparent response and
clear escalation process by senior level management.
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You’re in excellent hands.
Our customers say we set the bar very high in the industry
in terms of first class service and flexible approach.
We’re glad they’re happy. We’re sure you will be too.
0844 880 2116
hello@greenlitegroup.co.uk
Greenlite Lighting Solutions Ltd
Unit 11 Apollo Court, Hallam Way
Blackpool, FY4 5FS.
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